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The Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) is a frailty identification 
tool based on clinical judgement that considers geriatric 
dimensions including multimorbidity, degree of symptom 
control, mobility, physical activity, help with activities of 
daily living, dependency, and cognition1. The CFS has been 
used in many care settings across the world and found to 
be significantly associated with clinical outcomes2. When 
used in busy acute care settings, a concern is that the CFS 
scoring may be based on subjective ‘eyeballing’ rather than 
pre-illness functional baseline3. In its ‘Fit for Frailty Part 
1’ document4, the British Geriatrics Society warned that 
it is inappropriate to use the CFS without a formal clinical 

Abstract

We evaluated predictors of the Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) scored by an interdisciplinary team (Home FIRsT) 
performing comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA) in our Emergency Department (ED). This was a retrospective 
observational study (service evaluation) utilising ED-based CGA data routinely collected by Home FIRsT between 
January and October 2020. A linear regression model was computed to establish independent predictors of CFS. 
This was complemented by a classification and regression tree (CRT) to evaluate the main predictors. There were 
799 Home FIRsT episodes, of which 740 were unique patients. The CFS was scored on 658 (89%) (median 4, 
range 1-8; mean age 81 years, 61% women). Independent predictors of higher CFS were older age (p<0.001), 
history of dementia (p<0.001), mobility (p≤0.007), disability (p<0.001), and higher acuity of illness (p=0.009). 
Disability and mobility were the main classifiers in the CRT. Results suggest appropriate CFS scoring informed by 
functional baseline. 
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Pre-attendance factors Descriptive Number of observations

Mean age, years (range; SD) 81.0 (58-101; 7.0) 658

Female sex (%) 61.1 658

Living alone (%) 29.8 651

Formal home care package (%) 6.2 658

History of dementia (%) 7.9 618

Median CCI (range; IQR) 1 (0-7; 3) 621

History of falls in the past year (%) 54.0 631

Median walking mobility score (range; IQR) 1 (1-5; 1) 642

Median stairs mobility score (range; IQR) 2 (1-5; 3) 620

Median transfers mobility score (range; IQR) 1 (1-5; 1) 628

Median PADL score (range; IQR) 1 (1-3; 1) 636

Median DADL score (range; IQR) 2 (1-3; 2) 630

Factors related to attendance

Median 4AT score (range; IQR) 0 (0-8; 0) 618

Median MTC score (range; IQR) 3 (1-5; 0) 646

MDC8 (%) 41.6 651

MDC5 (%) 16.1 651

MDC6 (%) 11.4 651

MDC4 (%) 6.6 651

MDC18 (%) 5.5 651

MDC9 (%) 4.6 651

MDC11 (%) 4.6 651

MDC21 (%) 3.4 651

MDC1 (%) 2.8 651

Fall as a present complaint (%) 24.1 651

CFS distribution

Median CFS score (range; IQR) 4 (1-8; 2) 658

CFS 1 (very fit) (%) 0.3

CFS 2 (fit) (%) 7.8

CFS 3 (managing well) (%) 33.4

CFS 4 (very mildly frail) (%) 28.0

CFS 5 (mildly frail) (%) 19.5

CFS 6 (moderately frail) (%) 8.2

CFS 7 (severely frail) (%) 2.7

CFS 8 (very severely frail) (%) 0.2

CFS 9 (terminally ill) (%) 0.0

SD: standard deviation; CCI: modified Charlson Comorbidity Index; IQR: interquartile range; PADL: personal activities of daily living; DADL: 
domestic activities of daily living; MTC: Manchester triage category; MDC8: major diagnostic category related to the musculoskeletal system 
and connective tissue; MDC5: circulatory system; MDC6: digestive system; MDC4: respiratory system; MDC18: systemic infections; MDC9: skin, 
subcutaneous tissue and breast; MDC11: kidney and urinary tract; MDC21: injuries, poison and toxic effects of drugs; MDC1: nervous system.

Table 1. Descriptors of the n=658 with Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) information. 
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assessment because the CFS was designed to be used to 
measure severity of frailty after a comprehensive geriatric 
assessment (CGA). This point is also emphasised by existing 
CFS training modules5,6.

An interdisciplinary team in our hospital conducts CGA 
in older people presenting to the Emergency Department 
(ED), from which a CFS score is routinely obtained7. Our aim 
was to conduct a service evaluation as to how the CFS was 
scored by this team, by investigating CFS predictors among 
routinely collected CGA variables. This was a retrospective 
observational study (service evaluation) utilising data 
routinely collected by Home FIRsT, a Frailty Intervention 
& Response Team embedded in the ED of St James’s 
Hospital, Dublin, Ireland, and comprised of an advanced 
nurse practitioner, clinical specialist physiotherapist, clinical 
specialist occupational therapist and senior medical social 
worker, all with specialist training and competencies in the 
care of the older person and use of geriatric assessment 
tools. The operational aspects of the Home FIRsT team have 
been detailed elsewhere7. All last attendances to Home FIRsT 
between 20th of January and 22nd of October 2020. As part 
of the ED-based CGA, Home FIRsT collected the following:
Pre-attendance status:
•  Sociodemographics: age; sex; living alone (yes/no); formal 

home care package (yes/no).
•  History of dementia and other past medical history (the 

latter was retrospectively derived as a modified Charlson 
Comorbidity Index (CCI)8 that did not include the former); 
history of falls in the past year (yes/no). 
•  Walking mobility: 1: independent without aid; 2: independent 

with stick/cane; 3: independent with frame; 4: assistance 
required; 5: unable to mobilise/wheelchair dependent.
•  Stairs mobility: 1: independent; 2: independent with aid; 

3: assistance of 1; 4: assistance of 2; 5: fully dependent/
stairlift.
•  Mobility for transfers: 1: independent; 2: independent 

with aid; 3: assistance of 1; 4: assistance of 2; 5: fully 

dependent/hoist.
•  Personal Activities of Daily Living (PADLs) (related to self-

care such as feeding, dressing, toileting, washing, bathing)9: 
1: independent; 2: some help required; 3: fully dependent. 
•  Domestic Activities of Daily Living (DADLs) (a subset 

of instrumental activities of daily living concerned with 
managing the home situation such as preparing own meals, 
doing light housework, managing own money, shopping for 
personal items)9: 1: independent; 2: some help required; 3: 
fully dependent. 

Related to attendance: 
•  Delirium scored with the 4AT10.
•  Manchester Triage Category (MTC)11: from 1 (very urgent) 

to 5 (non-urgent).
•  Major Diagnostic Categories (MCD) related to the present 

complaint7: MDC8 (musculoskeletal system and connective 
tissue); MDC5 (circulatory system); MDC6 (digestive 
system); MDC4 (respiratory system); MDC18 (systemic 
infections); MDC9 (skin, subcutaneous tissue and breast); 
MDC11 (kidney and urinary tract); MDC21 (injuries, poison 
and toxic effects of drugs); and MDC1 (nervous system). 
In addition, whether fall was a present complaint (yes/no).

All statistical analyses were carried out using IBM 
SPSS Statistics for Windows (Version 26.0. Armonk, NY: 
IBM Corp). Descriptives were given as mean with standard 
deviation (SD), median with interquartile range (IQR), or 
count with percentage (%). A stepwise linear regression 
model was computed to establish independent predictors 
of CFS. Multicollinearity was defined as a predictor having 
a Variance Inflation Factor (VIF)≥2. The regression model 
was repeated on a sample with multiple imputation of 
missing data. On the original sample, the statistical analysis 
was complemented by a classification and regression tree 
(CRT, exhaustive Chi-square automatic interaction detection 
method) to evaluate the main predictors of CFS. The level of 
statistical significance was set at p<0.05 throughout.

This study received service evaluation approval by the 

B
95% Confidence Interval for B

P VIF
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Mobility for walking 0.32 0.23 0.41 <0.001 1.88

DADL 0.34 0.26 0.41 <0.001 1.51

PADL 0.33 0.22 0.43 <0.001 1.71

Mobility for transfers 0.34 0.22 0.45 <0.001 1.44

Age 0.02 0.01 0.03 <0.001 1.12

History of dementia 0.55 0.32 0.77 <0.001 1.13

Mobility for stairs 0.07 0.02 0.11 0.007 1.50

MTC score -0.15 -0.26 -0.04 0.009 1.04

Table 2. Results of the stepwise linear regression model predicting CFS score in n=545 with complete data.
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Tallaght University Hospital/St James’s Hospital Joint 
Research Ethics Committee (9/9/2020) and St James’s 
Hospital Research & Innovation Office (Ref: 6499). 

During the study period, there were 799 Home 
FIRsT episodes, of which 740 were unique patients (last 
attendances). Among the latter, the CFS was scored on 
658 patients (89%). The descriptors of the n=658 sample 
are summarised in Table 1. Table 2 shows the results of 
the stepwise linear regression model predicting CFS. With 
listwise deletion of cases with missing data, the model 
included 545 patients, adjusted R2=0.66. The predictors 
selected at the final (8th) step were older age (p<0.001), 
history of dementia (p<0.001), mobility for walking, transfers 
and stairs (p≤0.007) PADL and DADL (p<0.001), and higher 
acuity of illness (p=0.009). None of the included predictors 
had VIF≥2. The results of the model with multiple imputation 
of missing data (n=658) are in Table 3. The results of the 
CRT, with all pre-attendance and attendance-related factors 
in Table 1 entered as predictors, are shown in Figure 1. 

Patients with independent PADLs whose walking 
mobility and DADLs were independent (node 8, n=218) 
had a 65% probability of receiving a CFS score of 3. 
However, when patients had independent PADLs and 
walking mobility but some dependency in DADLs, they 
had an equal probability of receiving a CFS score of 3 or 
4 (41% in each case, node 9, n=116). When patients had 
independent PADLs and DADLs but their walking mobility 
had some dependency, the probability of CFS=4 was 58% 
(node 10, n=55); however, when PADLs were independent 
but there was some dependency in walking mobility and 
DADLs, patients had an equal probability of receiving a 
CFS score of 4 or 5 (43% in each case, node 11, n=106). 
For those requiring some help for PADLs but not being 
fully PADL dependent, the most frequent CFS score was 5 
(probability 46%, node 2, n=55). CFS score of 5 was also 

the most frequent in those fully dependent for PADLs but 
independent for transfers (probability 47%, node 6, n=55). 
Patients being fully dependent for PADLs and having some 
dependence for transfers had a 38% probability of being 
allocated a CFS of 6, and a 30% probability of receiving a 
CFS of 7 (node 7, n=53).

We conducted a retrospective evaluation as to how the 
CFS was scored by an interdisciplinary CGA team in our ED. 
Results suggest that the collection of CFS was feasible, with 
data for 89% of cases. The CRT suggested that measures 
of baseline disability (PADL, DADL) and mobility (walking, 
transfers) were the most important CFS classifiers, with the 
expected hierarchical effect12,13. In the presence of disability 
for self-care, CFS scores tended to be higher and further 
judged according to disability for transfers. On the other 
hand, when self-care was independent, CFS scores tended to 
be lower and further judged by walking disability first, and 
then by ability to manage domestic tasks. 

The CRT classification had moderate accuracy, as 
evidenced by nodes where probabilities of different CFS 
scores were similar (e.g. equal probability of CFS 3 and 4 in 
node 9; or CFS 4 and 5 in node 11). Indeed, the multivariate 
linear regression analyses suggested that there were other 
predictors able to influence the classification, namely age, 
acuity of illness, and history of dementia. The latter would 
be expected as the specific assessment of dementia-related 
disability is mandated by the CFS (i.e. “the degree of frailty 
corresponds to the degree of dementia”, seen at the bottom 
right of the CFS scoring sheet). 

Even though the consideration of chronological age is 
not a CFS scoring feature, our finding that higher age was 
an independent predictor of higher CFS score is consistent 
with the literature: of the 31 times the association between 
CFS score and age was examined, 77% found a significant 
relationship2. In addition, previous studies in the acute care 

B
95% Confidence Interval for B

P VIF
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Mobility for walking 0.39 0.31 0.47 <0.001 1.84

DADL 0.33 0.26 0.40 <0.001 1.52

PADL 0.38 0.29 0.47 <0.001 1.74

Mobility for transfers 0.15 0.08 0.22 <0.001 1.18

Age 0.02 0.01 0.02 <0.001 1.14

History of dementia 0.48 0.26 0.70 <0.001 1.17

Mobility for stairs 0.07 0.03 0.11 0.001 1.47

MTC score -0.17 -0.28 -0.07 0.001 1.04

B: unstandardised regression coefficient; VIF: variance inflation factor; DADL: domestic activities of daily living; PADL: personal activities of daily 
living; MTC: Manchester triage category.

Table 3. Results of the stepwise linear regression model predicting CFS score in n=658 after multiple imputation of missing data (adjusted 
R2=0.67). 
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Figure 1. Results of the classification and regression tree (method: exhaustive Chi-square automatic interaction detection method) to predict 
Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) score. In each node, the predicted score is highlighted. 
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setting have shown a direct association between acute 
illness severity and CFS score14,15, which suggests that even 
with the best CFS training and clinical efforts to obtain a 
robust collateral history of the pre-illness function, at times 
high acuity of illness may inflate the clinical frailty judgement 
in the ED. Indeed, in older people who are not frail at baseline, 
an acute illness may suddenly reduce mobility and increase 
dependency, often triggering a ‘crisis’ resulting in ED 
presentation. A previous Home FIRsT evaluation showed 
that it was possible to avoid hospital admission in two thirds 
of ED presentations through the provision of CGA, acute 
interventions, and rapid follow-up supports7. 

Limitations of this study include its single centre, 
retrospective observational design, and some missing data 
in predictor variables, which reflect the real-world nature of 
the study. Findings are not generalisable. 

In conclusion, pre-illness disability and mobility were the 
most important geriatric dimensions considered by Home 
FIRsT for CFS scoring in the ED. This suggests appropriate 
CFS scoring principally informed by functional baseline. 
Robust CFS scoring education should be implemented when 
the CFS is used in acute care settings. 
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